GREEN FUSE® BOTANICALS OWNS AND OPERATES CALICO® GENETICS AS A BREEDING DIVISION AND AS A LIASON WITH OUR BREEDING PARTNERS. WE ARE PROUD TO BE ABLE TO OFFER 67 NEW BREEDING CREATIONS FOR THE 2020/ 2021 SEASON.
GREEN FUSE® BOTANICALS LIFESTYLE PLANTS ARE SELECTED WITH THE GROWER AS WELL AS THE CONSUMER IN MIND. EXCELLENT VARIETAL SELECTION FOR BOTH INDOOR AND OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE.

LIFESTYLE PLANTS DELIVER LONG LIVED ENJOYMENT.

- Begonia Rex Dibs™
- Begonia Rex Shadow King®
- Begonia Rex Bewitched™
- Begonia Rex Curly™
- Streptocarpus Ladyslippers®
- Echeveria Coral Reef®
BEGONIA REX DIBS®
High vigor
Extremely strong basal branching
Quick finishing

• ROTHKO
• TUXEDO
• BUTTERSCOTCH
• ALL NEW THIN MINT
BEGONIA REX
SHADOW KING®

• COMPACT HABIT MAKES THE SHADOW KING® PERFECT FOR SMALL CONTAINER PRODUCTION.

• A TRUE SERIES BREEDING PROGRAM BRINGS UNIFORM FINISHING

• AVAILABILITY OF URC AND RC ALLOWS FOR DIRECT STICK OR TP PRODUCTION
Bewitched™ Series

- Uniform series with cut leaf
- Strong basal branching creates full pot with numerous leaves
- 1PPP up to 10” with 10 weeks from TP
- Fastest of all Rex Begonias to Finish
  - Pink
  - Cherry
  - Red/ Black
  - White
  - Wintergreen
All New 2021
Bewitched Lavender
Bewitched Silver
Bewitched Cherry
Bewitched Pink
Begonia Curly™

- All New Series 2021
- Curly® White
- Curly® Peppermint
- Curly® Chocolate (formerly Dibs Strawberry Chocolate)
- Curly® Cherry Mint (formerly Dibs Cherry Mint)
  - Classic Escargot type leaf
  - High vigor to match Dibs® series
ECHEVERIA CORAL REEF®

URC PRODUCTION ONLINE VIA QUALITY CUTTINGS OF MEXICO

- NEW AQUA
- CHOCOLATE
- NEW DARK CHOCOLATE
- PINK
- RED
Echeveria
Coral Reef®
Dark Chocolate
STREPTOCARPUS
(Streptocarpus x hybrid)

Ladyslippers®

Ladyslippers® Yellow Blue Eye
• OPTIMUM ANNUALS IS A BREEDING PHILOSOPHY OF TRUE SERIES.
• TRUE SERIES BRINGS TRUE UNIFORMITY, TRUE DAY LENGTH NEUTRALITY AND TRUE CONSISTENCY OF CROP TIMING.
• OPTIMUM ANNUALS BREAKS FREE FROM THE PLANT “COLLECTION” MENTALITY TO FORM A SERIES AND CONCENTRATES ON A TRUE FAMILY BREEDING PLATFORM
FUCHSIA WINDCHIMES® BASKET

- DAY LENGTH NEUTRALITY ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR LIGHTING SO THE WINDCHIMES® BASKET ARE ALWAYS READY WHEN THE SEASON HITS
- COMPACT HABIT ALLOWS MORE BASKETS ON THE RACKS
- AVAILABLE AS WINDCHIMES® UPRIGHT AND WINDCHIMES® BASKET VARIETIES
- NEW BASKET PINK-LILAC
FUCHSIA WINDCHIME® UPRIGHT

• DAYLENGTH NEUTRAL
• LARGE FLOWERS ON SELF BRANCHING PLANT
• EXCELLENT RETAIL HOLD
• ALL NEW PINK LILAC FOR A SIX COLOR SERIES
• MASSIVE BLOSSOMS EASILY ATTRACT RETAIL ATTENTION
• TIGHT INTERNODE SPACING REDUCES, IF NOT ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR GROWTH REGULATORS
• COMPLETE DAYLENGTH NEUTRALITY IN ALL 19 COLORS BRINGS CONSISTENT FINISH TIMES YEAR ROUND.
CALIBRACHOA CRUZE® CONTROL TOP HITS

- CRUZE® CONTROL DARK BLUE
- CRUZE® CONTROL WHITE
- CRUZE® CONTROL YELLOW
- CRUZE® CONTROL ORANGE
- CRUZE® CONTROL RED
- COMPATIBLE CRUZE® CONTROL PINATA
All New 2021
Blue Splash
Orange Splash
Yellow Delicious
IPOMOEA SWEET GEORGIA® SERIES

ALL NEW BREEDING SELECTIONS FOR 2020/21

• DEVELOPED FOR UNIFORMITY AMONG THE SERIES
• URC PRODUCTION IN BOTH MICHIGAN & CALIFORNIA
SWEET GEORGIA®

- PURPLE SPLASH
- GREEN SPLASH
- PURPLE
- HEART GREEN
- BRONZE
SWEET GEORGIA®

- ALL NEW LEAF TYPE “BLACK MAPLE” FOR 20-21
- HEART RED
- LIGHT GREEN
- HEART PURPLE
PETUNIA BLANKET®

- THE IDEAL MILI-FLORA FOR QUICK TURN PRODUCTION
- INCREDIBLE LANDSCAPE PERFORMANCE
- BLUE STAR BASKET PICTURED IS 1PPP WITH 7.5 WEEKS
- SMALLER BLOSSOMS HOLD IN POOR WEATHER CONDITIONS, REDUCING OR ELIMINATING BLOSSOM BOTRYTIS
- ALL NEW PINK FROST 20-21
SALVIA SPLENDENS GRANDSTAND™

- FANTASTIC FULL COLOR RANGE!
- DAYLENGTH NEUTRAL, BUT ABSOLUTELY GEARED FOR SUMMER HEAT.
- SALMON/ RED-PINK LIPSTICK/ BLUE BICOLOR/ LAVENDER/ RED/ PURPLE

ALL NEW

- CREAMSICLE/ CHERRY BICOLOR/ CANDY APPLE/ LAVENDER LIPSTICK/ STRAWBERRY BICOLOR

- Creamsicle
- Candy Apple
• Lipstick Lavender
• Strawberry Bicolor
• Cherry Bicolor
VINCA QUASAR™ SERIES

• BRED FOR UNIQUE, STABLE COLORS
• EXCELLENT DISEASE RESISTANCE
• TOP PERFORMER COSTA TRIALS 2020

• DEEP SPACE BLUE
• ORANGE TARGET
• RED TARGET
• SALMON TARGET
• PLUM SWIRL
FIRST LIGHT® PERENNIALS

- DAYLENGTH NEUTRAL
- ZERO VERNALIZATION REQUIRED
- PERENNIALS ON AN “ANNUALIZED” SCHEDULE.
- REDUCE PRODUCTION TIME BY UP TO 75%
- REDUCE MAINTENANCE LABOR AS THEY MAY BE POSITIONED TO SELL ON FIRST FLUSH.
- SEASON LONG BLOOMS GUARANTEE CONSUMER SUCCESS
Agastache Sunrise™ Series

- All new yellow, sky blue & white
- Daylength neutral
- Zero cooling required
- Zone 5 USDA hardy
- Compact habit with exceptional basal branching
- Beautiful as a perennial or as center color for annual combinations
BUDDLEJA LEAH™

- Naturally compact
- Well matched series
- Blue, Raspberry (New) and White (New)
Coreopsis Reina™

- Large, semi-double flowers
- First Light® perennial
- Excellent in perennial combinations
DELMARA™ DELOSPERMA

- ALL NEW FUCHSIA 19/20
- ALL NEW PINK HALO 20/21
- IMPROVED ORANGE 20/21
- ZONE 4
- DLN
- PERFECTLY ROUNDED HABIT WITH SUPERIOR BRANCHING KEEPS COLOR ALL OVER PLANT, NOT JUST THE TIPS
Dianthus Constant Beauty® Crush Series

- Burgundy
- Cherry
- Orange
- Pink
- Rose
Constant Beauty®
Yellow
Well matched with other solids like Red and Pink (pictured)
DIANTHUS CONSTANT CADENCE®

- POT CARNATION APPEARANCE WITH ZONE 4 HARDINESS AND GARDEN PERFORMANCE
- TRUE FAMILY BREEDING. ALL COLORS FINISH AT THE EXACT SAME TIME
- DAY LENGTH NEUTRAL AND ZERO COOLING REQUIRED. CONSTANT CADENCE® IS ALWAYS READY REGARDLESS OF THE SEASON
- PICTURED Milk Cherry & Peach Milk
Dianthus Constant Promise™

• Zone 4 Hardy Chinensis x Barbados
• Large Flowers sit tightly on plant.
• Incredible garden performance even in the hottest, most humid climates.
Dianthus Constant Promise™
THE FIRST DIANTHUS IN COLOR AND THE LAST DIANTHUS TO GO OUT OF COLOR!

PICTURED: COLORADO IN APRIL & NORTH CAROLINA OCTOBER
GAILLARDIA LUNAR® SERIES
Blood Moon
Red Moon
Orange Moon
Honey Moon
Two Moon
Harvest Moon
Eclipse

- Daylength Neutral
- Strong lateral branching resists “splitting” all season long
- Vibrant colors
- Series uniformity allows for multicolored combinations
Hydrangea Mountain™ Series
AN ALL NEW HYDRANGEA CLASSIFICATION
HYDRANGEA MOUNTAIN™

- NO COOLING REQUIRED
- DAY LENGTH NEUTRAL
- AVAILABLE AS URC INPUT
  - BOTTOM LEFT 13 WEEKS FROM URC
- ZONE 5 HARDY
- CONTINUOUS BLOOM CYCLE ALL SEASON
- AVAILABLE IN 4 COLORS 20/21
  - PINK PICOTEE
  - BLUE
  - PINK
  - SHELL PINK
HYDRANGEA MOUNTAIN™ PICOTEE
Iberis Chill™ Lavender

- Darker foliage
- Lavender flowers
- Blooms later seasonally when foot-traffic in stores is higher

*Note: not a First Light® Perennial
- Requires Vernalization
Lavish®
Lavender

• The Worlds FIRST Multi-Bract Spanish Lavender
• Earliest of all Stoechas to initiate under natural days
• Phenomenal Flower retention of 5-6 weeks
• Utility Patent Supplied
All New Lavender Madrid® Purple Star
GREEN FUSE KNOWS LEUCANTHEMUMS!
Leucanthemum Carpet Angel Daisy®

- COMPLETELY DAY LENGTH NEUTRAL
- CARPET ANGEL® PRODUCES STRONG BASAL BRANCHING MAKING IT THE FIRST EVER GROUNDCOVER LEUCANTHEMUM.
- FULLY DOUBLE FLOWERS SIT TIGHTLY ONTO THE PLANTS STRONG CHASSIS
WORLD’S FIRST GROUND COVER SHASTA!

MATURE HEIGHT JUST 4-5”
MATURE WIDTH 24-40”
CONTINUOUS BLOOM ALL SEASON
ALL NEW DOUBLE ANGEL DAISY®
DAYLENGTH NEUTRAL
NO VERNALIZATION
MATCHES ANGEL DAISY HABIT PERFECTLY!
DARLING DAISY® SUPREME

• DLENGTH NEUTRAL
• ZONE 4 USDA HARDY
• CONTINUOUS INITIATED FLOWER BUDS ALONG ONE STEM. THIS MEANS MORE COLOR MORE OF THE TIME!
ALL NEW DOUBLE DARLING DAISY®

- FULLY DOUBLE SHASTA FLOWERS
- COMPACT “DARLING” HABIT
- DAY LENGTH NEUTRAL
- NO VERNALIZATION
- ZONE 5
LUPINE STAIRCASE®

- Completely day length neutral
- Zero cooling required
- Flower initiation based on temp and maturity.
- Continuous flowering under 75F ADT
- The first ever programmable lupine!
- 1PPP UO to 12” allws for maximum profitability.
- Year round production possible
Lupine Staircase®

- Shown is a 1ppp 12”.
- Plant date wk 2.
- Finish date wk 12, pictured left.
- Pictured right is the same plant wk 30. Still in flower with 17 blooms. 18 Weeks of continuous color!
- They will bloom continuously under 75ADT.
LUPINE STAIRCASE®

- All NEW Red/White
- Strong New BiColor in full production 20/21
Rudbeckia Dakota™

• 2020/ 2021
• Dakota Gold & Dakota Red Shield
  • Red Shield Trial quantities
• Completely DLN
• DEEP GOLDEN COLOR WELCOMES SPRING JUST AS EASILY AS FALL
• First Ever Zone 5 Rudbeckia Hirta!
Scabiosa Giga® Series

- ALL NEW PINK
- BLUE
- SILVER
- DEEP OCEAN BLUE TRIAL QUANTITIES
SILENE CAROL JEAN™

• HOT PINK AND COOL WHITE ARE BOTH EXCELLENT GARDEN PERFORMERS.

• DAYLENGTH NEUTRAL AND ZONE 5 USDA HARDY MAKE THESE UNIQUE PERENNIALS A MUST FOR ALL PROGRAMS.

• BLOOMING THROUGH HIGH TEMPS IS JUST ONE OF CAROL JEANS® ATTRIBUTES.

• STRONG BRANCHING MAKES FOR AN EASY, QUICK POT FILL FOR YEAR ROUND PRODUCTION
Veronica Vernique® Series

- ALL NEW RASPBERRY
- ALL NEW IMPROVED WHITE
  - DAYLENGTH NEUTRAL
  - SUPERIOR GARDEN PERFORMANCE